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COUNTERFORCE , DAMAGE-LIMITING, AND DETERRENCE

William A. Stewart

The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California

Military force, it would appear, is needed to

deter the Soviet Union and other opponents of the United

States from acting against our vital national interest;

but tha ethical concerns and human costs of high levels

of violence are so great as to rule out their use. Under

these conditions, what happens to deterrence? This

dilemma -- the need for us to maintain a threat posture

against an opponent perceived as threatering us while

seeking to minimize the possible effects of what that

opponent might do under extreme circumstances -- struc-

tures every issue of national military strategy or

policy that comes up for public examination.

What follows is an attempt to clarify the nature of

this dilemaa, as it stands today, by examining some of

the concepts that have dominated strategic thought in

recent years. Those who doubt the need for better under-

standing of these concepts should consider for a moment

the current discussion over the deployment of antiballistic

Any views expressed in this paper are those of the
author. They should not be interpreted as reflecting the
views of The RAND Corporation or the official opinion or
policy of any of its governmental or private research
sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corporation
as a courtesy to members of its staff.
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missiles. Not only is the debate over the ABM deploy-

ment decision overshadowed by wrangling over the U.S.
role in Vietnam, but the fine arguments and logical con-

siderations of strategy that should go into the decision

also tend to he dominated by public hunger for a defense

system that will protect some part of the population

from the worst imaginable if least likely contingency.

For ease of exposiLion, the heuristic modelb and

definitions th. t are offered herein present only the

U.S. side of the strategic equation. A two-sided or

even a many-sided view of the concepts in application

is essential for sophisticated -,.nalysis. In fact, one

of the questions that regularly presents itself to strat-

egists is the extent to which the opponent is employing

the same strategic calculus in arriving at his appraisals

of the situation.

A caveat also needs to be entered as to the mixture

of theory and reality in the analytical models, and to the

intermingling of past, present, and future strategic

ideas. Some of these concepts have been overtaken by

reality, and future technology will overtake others.

The body of strategic thinking is in a state of flux and

is radically affected by technological possibilities.

Nuclear submarines, for example, may turn out Lo be

vulnerable to new weapons systems, and future strategic

missiles could prove more costly and less effective than

some future antiballistic missile system, Each develop-

ment, each advance, changes the strategic calculus. But

the intent here is not to present a history of strategic

concepts, nor to capture them at some discrete point in

time, but rather to facilitate understanding of the basic
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concepts that impose upon us the dilemma of creating

military power for the purpose of not using it,

When we set out to say something easy to understand

about matters of strategy, we encounter the usual die-

abilities of the simple sLatement: many subsle consider-

ations are necessarily left out of the account. Although

these very subtleties may in fact be the dominant con-

siderations in developing certain strategies, they eo

not seem essential to understanding the bare bones of

deterrence policy. And deterrence policy must be more

generally understood if it is to survive emotionally at-

tractive, if logically insupportable, criticisms. Since

these criticisms stem in part from inadequate understanding

of the terms: strategy, counterforce, countervalue, de-

terrence, first strike, second strike, and others; it may

clear the air to begin with definitions.

Strategy has, until recently, been a word of con-

siderable precision, derived from the Greek words meaning

"to lead an army" and universally defined as the science

or art of employing the armed force of a belligerent to

secure the objects of war. The application of the term

"strategy" to games, business, and politics retaing the

sense of the word but transfers it to nonmilitary activ-

ities by analogy. This makes it necessary to speak of

"military sLrategy" where "strategy" alone would once have

been enough. It is not without significance that Marshal

Sukoiovskii entitled his book on Soviet strategy, Military

Strategy. His choice highlights the concern that Soviet

military thinkers have been expressing recently over what

seems to them the loose extension of the word "strategy"

into the arena of political warfare.
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"S I itegy," or rather its derivative, "strategic,"

is used to make certain distinctions that do not apoear

under the dictionery definition. First, strategic forces

are distinguished from tactical forces, a distinction that

existed before the nuclear age to differentiate forces

gof factories -- from those employed to obtain direct effects

by destroying enemy forces in the field, Also, strategic

forceg are distinguished from conventional forces. This
is a meaning that has arisen in the nuclear age, or

perhaps the air age. Again, strategic forces are now

thought of as nuclear forces intended for use somewhere

other than the battlefield, which is a special case of

the general usage that distinguishes strategic from tac-

tical actions. Then too, by analogy, since strategic con-

siderations are of greater importance than tactical ones,

strategic weapons are in the same way more devastating

than tactical weapons - though tactical weapons may be

nuclear as well as conventional.

To talk of general war strategy today is to talk of

counterforce and countervalue, the two main courses of

military action. The strategist can elect to strike atK] his opponent's military forces. This is counterforce and

in the nuclear age people tend to think of it as a single

blow against enemy "strategic" nuclear forces. Alter-

natively, the strategist can undertake to strike at the

sources of his opponent's national strength, i.e., his

economic resources or population. In the nuclear age this

is labeled as countervalue strategy, with derogatory over-

tones stemming from its history of application in war. Thu



two strategies are not, of Vo,,rRe muttu8lly ,xcluai v.

and consideration of both enters into the formulation of

national defense strategy.

Much of what is subsumed these days under the rubric

Of strategy is not strategy at al, at least in the tradi-

tional sense. Deterrence, for example, only marginally

fits into the traditional usage of the word, although mili-

tary power is its most eassntial ingredient. In th4 "real

world" of the defense analysts, which may or may not exist

in fact, the word "strategy" appears to include policies,

capabilities, political maneuvers, and the entire range

of actions -- including military actions -- by which one

state or alliance of states seeks to gain advantage over

another. Among these, deterrence compels the most atten-

tion, for it is the main policy by which we have sought

to avoid the occurrence of nuclear war.

To deter is to dissuade someone from undertaking an

action through fear of the consequences. Deterrence works

in large part through psychological effect although decision-

makers, as apart from publics, may be even more sensitive

to damage calculations or calculations of risk. Churchill's

phrase, "the balance of terror," strongly suggests the

political role of fear in deterrence, and it may be, as

Herman Kahn notes in On Thermonuclear War, "after all, a

psychological phanomenon."* Though deterrence is perhaps

physically i masurable, it is nonetheless real, and we

*Herman Kahr, On Thermonuclear War, Princeton, New
Jersey, 1960, Preface, p. ix. Kahn's view is, of course,
a layman's view. Decision-makers and psychologists might
take issue with him on this point, respectively for reasons
of experience or psychological expertise.

I
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can make rational statements and calculations about it to

supplement the risk calculations of the strategists.

Deterrence is not only psychological in effect, but
I a- o defens51e int nature , for it -r 1. to inl[Ulbi an oppo

nent from aggression. This is not to gay that the role of

deterrence is negative. After all, the prevention of war

is a positive achievement, even though the policy relies

on, as Glenn Snyder says, "the negative aspect of polit-

ical puwec...Lhe puwer to diasuade a6 opposed to the power

to coerce or compel."* But perhaps the nature of deter-

rence is best understood through the uses to which it is

put. For example, the United States has not consciously

sought, through its deterrence policy, to weaken relation-

ships within the Soviet Bloc, although, as Herbert

Dinerstein points out, the growing Sino-Soviet sense of

security from unprovoked attack was a necessary precondi-

tion for their sharp differences to emerge. More con-

sciously, the deterring threat has been used to maintain

the U.S. and Allied position in Berlin, and, in a notable

instance more positively, to block the Soviet acquisition

of a strategic missile position in Cuba. This would

suggest that, on our side at least, deterrence is to a

certain extent linked to the international status quo.

If the opponent seeks to change the status quo, the

broadest range of deterrent effects is obtained from the

*
Glenn Snyder, Deterrence and Defense, Princeton, New

Jersey, 1961, p. 9.
Herbert S. Dinerstein, Sino-Soviet Conflict in the

Underdeveloped Countries, The RAND Corporation, P-2857,
January 1964, published in Problems of Communism, March-
April 1964.
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threat to strike the first strategic blow. To be able to

do so requires a first strike capability -- the meaans, by

striking first, to strip the enemy of his ablity Lo hurt

us mortally in retaliation. But thae rontribution of this

capability to the psychological process of deterrence

depends crucially upon the credibility of our threat to

strike under certain conditions. The essential questions

here are: Does the enemy believe we will use it, and does

he believe it will hurt him intolerably if we do? Alter-

natively, does the opponent consider it plausible that we

will act militariLy under specified circumstances; does he

consider that our military response is likely to take

place; and does he consider that we are willing to incur

the ethical and human costs of so doing?

While the strength of our first strike capability

obviously forms the basis of credibility, and therefore of

effective deterrence, the latter depends in the first

instance on the enemy's beliefs, on his image of how we

will react in various circumstances, and also on his own

capabilities. Some lack of clarity or ambiguity in de-

fining the conditions under which we will act adds a strong

element of uncertainty to the opponent's calculations.

Thus, factors other than physical capability enter into

the credibility and hence the efficacy of our deterrent

threat. In sum, however, if the enemy believes our first

strike would hurt him grievously and if he believes that we

have the will to use it to protect our vital interests, he

will be deterred from a wide range of aggressive actions,

excepting perhaps the most important of all -- nuclear

attack.



If the oppcnent can build a comparable first strikI

..... .&- . lv x a firnt strike option, he may

be tempted to go first himself, and we will be faced with

a situation that brings to mind Thomas C. Schelltng's

analogy of the Wesern style "Shoot out.* Within Schl-

lingo analogy, easy dstlncions ca be made among pre-

ventive, surprise, and preemptive attacks. Prpventive is

when the town marshal shoots down the outlaw on thu groundF

that he is up to no gaT'd. Surprise is when one of them

shoots the other when his back is turned. And preemptive

is when one of them bents the other to the draw.

To maintain a deterrence posture in the face of an

enemy who has a capability himself to initiate preventive,

surprise, or preemptive attack, we are forced to create

a second strike capabilicy. This is a capability defined

in terms of vulnerability. These are weapons systems that

can survive an opponent's first strike in sufficient

strength to impose losses upon him too painful for him to

risk. These weapons systems of low vulnerability are

considered to be "secure."

Forces that can wait for the other side to go first

can also, a fortiori, go first themselves. But the effec-

tiveness of second strike forces when used in a first

strike may be limiled by their design. A second strike

force designed for punitive, countercity opera~ns --

with rugged blit low accuracy missiles carrying small war-

heads -- might be entirely inadequate to the task of

Thomas C. Schelling, The Strategy of Conflict,

Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Press, 1960,
p. 232.

[.A
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kiiocklng out the encmy's strategic forces in a counter-

force aission. The perfect second strike force, of 'course,

would be able to perform both missions.

Given our possession of relativwly secure. seconA.

strike forces, consideratio.is of "intra-war" deterrence

come into play. This concept .'ugget.s that a large por-

tion of one's least vulnerable forces .i ould be withheld

from any strike in oider to deter au enemy from retaliat-

ing. One could then, it is said, launch a limited first

strike that would deter the enemy from counterattacking

by blunting his capability to retaliate while at the same

time holding in reserve enough secure forces to make his

retaliation suicidal. Intra-war deteirence, somietlmes

referred to as "intra-war" coercion, may be characterized

as "splendid" theory. It suffers, however, from attributing

to the opponent a rationality that in the event might not

exist, which may not distinguish it from other theories.

An important distinction is to be made between the

opportunities available to the first and to the second

striker. Either side's first strike, unless irrational,

is more likely to be a counterforce one, if only to limit

the damage the defender can impose on the attacker in

retaliation. But in the retaliatory or second strike, the

strikinL force may find itself with few counterforce

targets or may have difficulty in differentiating between

targets that are worth shooting at and those that are not.

Vacant missile pads, empty missile silos, and air

basef from which most of the aircraft have been deployed

may offer little return for the expenditure of nuclear

weapons. Some strategic gleanings could result from coun-

terforce strikes at these targets, for therc would always

m m m 1



be sose missiles that failed to ieave the pad, some mis-

sile bases that were setting up to fire a second wave of

missiles, some aircraft that were unable to take off, and

most importantly, that portion of the ene-cay's forces that

he might have deliberately withheld from his initial strike

for purposes of coercion or bargaining, The latter would

teadd to be his least vulnerable weaponR, and while im-

portant targets, they would prove hard to destroy. This

suggests that second strike retaliation may have to be

punitive or be withheld for coercive purposes. Much

depends upon the precision of the weapons available. One

of the main cases made for manned aircraft is the preci-

sion and flexibility that they would bring to the second

strike counterforce task.

The primary function of the second strike capability,

then, is to deter enemy surprise, preventive, or preemptive

strategic attack. Its secondary effect is to lessen the

necessity for us to launch our own first strike, unless we

see some absolute necessity for doing so. The ideal deter-

rent force, in this postulatio, and leaving aside the

question of the relative costs of the rt.o capabilities,

is one in which all weapons systems have a first and second

strike capability. Except for theoretical purposes, however,

the relative costs of the two capabilities cannot be set

aside. The missions of the two forces required may differ

and an almost invulnerable second strike force might

prove 'ess than adequately effective in a first strike role.

In this frame of reference, it will be seen that

problems of counterforce and of damage-limiting bear a

close relationship to each other. Counterforce is damage-

limiting by offensive 3ction, but damage.-1itnitation can



aso result from defens.ve measures. A successful counter- 1
force strike would obviously limit the damage that an enemy

could inflict upon us. It would also contribute to victory

in the event of war. Both these benefits result from chop-

ping away at the enemy's offensive forces and possibly his

will to use them.

When we turn to the defensive side of the strategic

calculation, it is equally apparent that actions that

reduce U.S. vulnerability will also limit the damage the

enemy can inflict upon us (or its effects). These include

building blast and fallout shelters in residential and in-

dustrial areas, stockpiling of nuclear disaster supplies,

recuperation planning, antiaircraft defenses, and the

development of population warning and alert systems, as

well as the development of antiballistic missile systems.

All measures that enhance our capacity for survival or

recovery by preparing our society against a very unattrac-

tive possibility are defensive damage-llmiting.

Thus, the term 'damage-limitin6j is usefully confined

to describing those actions or, bett . yet, those capa-

bilities, offensive or defensive, that seek to reduce the

damage an opponent can inflict upon us. This reserves the

term 'damage avoidance" for thoEe strategies, weapons

systems, and warheads by which we would seek to minimize

the damage that we would have to inflict upon an enemy in

the course of a military operation. A damage avoiding

attack requires the use of precise, small warheads, and

missiles of great accuracy to knock out the opponent's

. Herman Kahn, Thnkin About the Unthinkable, New York
1962, p. 67. The word "avoidance" is used in connection
with a closely cGntrolled counterforce strategy.
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weapons with the least practicable hurt to the opponent'sa

people or ecoinomy. A perfect damage avoidance weapon -

unfortunately not yet in sight -- would destroy enemy

weapons without harming even their troops, This would

leave the opponent without the means to retaliate, while

suchweaonsas e wold itholdfrom our counterforce

To illustrate the~ damage-limiting possibilities of

counterforce action, Figure 1 provides a hypothetical curve

relating enemy warheads of equal but unspecified explosive

power to U.S. population losses.

100

0do

2 ye

E anhd Wt~osQ qa u npcfe oa

misie

50 .-.. mralte essenm ahaso taret
ri e n

-- ------- ------- ------- -------- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- --k. . .
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Te upper curve in Figure 1 presupposes a hypothetical

military posture in which an enemy has the delivery systems, I

intercontinental ballistic missiles, submarine launched

ballistic missiles, and bombers to lay down on targets in
the United States an aggregate of 1,000 warheads of equal

but unspecified explosive power. Depending upon the power

attributed to the warheads, their selection of targets,

and modes of weapon delivery, any number of U.S. mortality

curves can be derived, but the upper curve adequately

illustrates some points that need to be made about damage-
,

limiting and counterforce 
thinking.

The salient feature of the upper curve in Figure I is

that population losses rise so sharply with the first few

weapons delivered, owing to the vast power of individual

nuclear weapons, the high concentration of U.S. population

in urban areas, and the presumed limitations of anti-

ballistic missile defenses. These are not conclusions;

rather, they are the input factors that produce the curve.

The curve is simply a graphic statement of these factors.

If national leaders are ever called on to decide whether

to launch or not to launch a preemptive counterforce strike,

the gruesome costs that some such curve indicated would be

uppermost in their minds.*L
In a statement to Congress on 1961, Norman A. Hanunian

of The RAND Corporation presented illustrative charts indi-
cating that a Soviet strike of 300 to 3000 megatons against
U.S. military facilities could kill from 10 to 45 percent
of our population. For countercity strikes, Mr. Hanunian's
estimates were substantially higher. (See Norman A. Hanunian,
The Relation of U.S. Fallout Casualties to U.S. and Soviet
Options, The RAND Corporation, P-2412, August 18, 1961.

4;
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There are two ways, offensive and defensive, to reduce

the enemy potential to inflict damage on the United States --

first, to knock out by counterforce attack enemy missiles

and other svatms that would deliver the warheads before

they could leave their bases, and second, to reduce the

vulnerability of our society through improvements in

passive defenses and by developing effective antimissile

defense systems. The first would curtail the enemy's

capability by reducing the number of warheads that he

could throw at us. The second would reshape the curve

and reduce the enemy's damage potential at every point

along it as suggested by the lower curve of Figure 1.

This illustrates the hypothetical result of an unquantified

major program to "harden" our society and improve its

defenses. When the quantities are estimated by research,

the resultant curve is a cogent argument for civil defense

preparations,

Little is said about civil defense in this paper,

though only because to do so would interfere with the

-__ heuristic argument. In fact, the bulk of the improvement

in the lower curve of Figure 1 derives from shelter and

other civil defense preparations rather than from ABM.

Our disinterest in comparatively low cost civil defense

and shelter programs seem paradoxically opposed to

American fascination with comparatively high cost anti-

ballistic missile defense. The need for either is a real

or psychic response to a perceived threat -- the possi-

bility of a nuclear strike on the United States, however

remote. One explanation is that development of ABM can be

left to big government. With shelters and much other civil

defense work, the individual or at least the local government

-4
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is involved in action. Again, ABM development stirs our

national competitive spirit. Americans tend to feel that

anything the opponent can do, we can vatch or improve upon.

Perhaps most important, ABM is positive rather than negative

in nature. Civil defense implies diving into a hole while

the world disintegrates over your head: ABM implies pre-

vention of such damage and avoidance of such degrading be-

havior.

At this point it becomes necessary to complicate the

counterforce problem by addressing the question of enemy

strategic forces that may be invulnerable to our counter-

force operations -- notably ballistic missiles, launched

from submarines at sea. The box at the lower left corner

of Figure 1 suggests that a hundred such missiles could

kill approximately 30 million Americans.

Invulnerability of a portion of the opponent's nuclear

forces, as indicated in this graph, limits the efficacy of

counterforce. Even though submarines and their missiles

may not be forever invulnera.OIe -- as suggested by Lhe

history of arms development -- they may remain so in the

short run. The net effect is to restrict counterforce

operations, in the damage-limiting sense, to attempts to

reduce the enemy potential for inflicting damage from the

maximum of 100 million to the 30 million level. That is,

a perfect counterforce strike in this hypothetical context

would still leave the enemy with the capacity to inflict

some 30 million deaths upon our relatively unsheltered

society -- assuming the enemy to have the capability to

launch 100 ballistic missiles from submarines.

(1 At,
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Now the thought of 30 million U.S. dead atuno 4nd

horrifies, But 100 million oz more U.S. dead is even

harder to conceive. These hard); seem to be real alter-

natives. Consequently, even the most coldly rational U.S.

.... u a-le to risk che loss of
millions of U.S. lives in order to undertake a counter-

force first :ike unleoss the only conceivable alternative

was to submit to L.ie full weight of an enemy aountervalue

strike entailing a much greater loss of U.S. lives.

The necessities of the present deterrence policy,

however, seem to require that the counterforce threat be

posed, Not to do so would invite the opponent to explore
the full limits of his position. It is a familiar but

pertinent point that Soviet caution has been enhanced by
our deterrent posture. If t~he effectiveness of the deter-

rent declines, the Soviet leadership may reconsider the

necesstey for caution.
It is relevant to note here that the efficacy of

counterforce depends to a considerable extent upon striking

first. In contrast, the countervalue strike hardly depends

- at all on striking first. In fact, en important deterrent

potential of the second strike capability is realized if

the opponent believes retaliation will be directed against

his cities.

To pose the threat of a first strike and to minimize

the risk of countervalue retaliation, much counterforce

thinking emphasizes damage avoidance. The counterforce

str~ke, it is said, should be designed to take out the

enemy's damage-inflicting potential with minimal harm to

the enemy society. A collateral assumption underlying some

counterforce thinking at its present stage of development
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is thatk by minimizing th harm ..iuow him, the opponent

will feel lesr strongly impelled to retaliate, If any-

thing, he will be almost as deterred after the counterforce

strike as before -- partly for fear of sustaining even

greater damage of a punitive kind, and partly because the

residual forces at his disposal will be much smaller.

Technical considerations weigh heavily in an appraisal

of what counterforce can and cannot do. The salient fac-

tors are reliability, accuracy, and warhead power as meas-

ured against the vulnerability of the enemy target system,

the location and vulnerability of which is assumed to be

known. Starting with, say 1000 missiles with a reliabil-

ity of only fifty per cent -- unrealistically low but

mathematically convenient, we can count on 500 missiles

for the first strike mission. Let us assre that each

missile has a Circular Error Probable (CEP) of one mile,

which means that half of the missiles should strike within

one mile of the target. If the hypothetical target is such

that it can only be destroyed by a warhead of a given size

exploding within one mile, simple mathematics suggests that

the military planner should "program" more than one reli-

able missile against each such enemy target, The program-

ming of a second missile against a given target under these

conditions, however, only raises the probability of kill

from 50 percent to 75 percent. The military planner is

caught with a situation of diminishing marginal returns,

i.e., each additional missile increases the probability of

kill only half as much as did the previous additional missile.

Our 1000 missile initial force can thus be counted on to

destroy 250 of 500 targets aimed at, 188 of 250 targets, or

146 of 167 targets, using one, two, or three missilesI
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J respectively for each target. In the circw tAnces, mathe-

matically guaranteed kill of any given target is unattain-
~able.

Enauring the ouccess of P mi.s- strike requires

first of all a knowledge of the location and vulnerability

of the opponenL's forces. It is also closely constrained

by mathematical probability calculations, which are them-

selves very sensitive to assumptions about reliability,

accuracy, and warhead power, The "trade-offs" among these

various factors are important. Greater reliability of

missiles means more targets destroyed, or the same number

destroyed with smaller warheads, or the same number of

even "harder" Largets destroyed, or the same destruction

capability witiu fewer missiles in the arsenal, or the same

destruction capability with more missiles held back for

follow-on strikes. Greater accuracy similarly improves

the outcome as does any assumption that increases the

vulnerability of the enemy targets or increases warhead

power. The last-named, however, while reducing the neces-

sity for accuracy, steps up collateral damage, in itself

undesirable in a purely counterforce operation.

Obviously, these factors are not static but constantly

changing. The rough conclusion that emerges is that to

undertake a counterforce operation with a high degree of

confidence we need several times as many missiles of a

given reliability, accuracy, and yield as the enemy has

targets of a given hardness.

To complicate the picture still further, the target

system is not made up of so-called hard targets alone. A

typical postulation might give an enemy 100 "invulnerable"

missi es at sea, 100 "hard" missile sites on land, 300

IMMEE I I I I I l I
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"0soft" missile sites, and 50 "soft" aircraft bases, from
which attacks might be launched at us. We could direct

our entire force against 100 enemy hard sites, for example,

!y to firdu t the inexorable wathematics of probability

precludes the assured destruction of all of these.

An alternative with obviously greater damage-limiting

potential, assuming we start with 1000 missiles, mnd with

the previouely suggested reliabilities accuracies, and

warhead explosive powers, would be to lay down 350 of the
500 missiles that can be relied, upon to take off against

enemy soft targets and send the most accurate 150 missiles

against enemy hard targets. This, of course, grossly over-

simplifies a very complicated military planning problem,

but it does suggest the nature of the choices that would

have to be made.

In any case, a reasonable approximation of this
"gaming" operation would leave the opponent with something

like 100 warhead equivalents by land, another 100 by sea,

or a damage potential, reading from our hypothetical curve
-V in Figure 1, of approximately 45 million U.S. lives. This

appalling possibility would dictate the use of more precise

I tools of war if counterforce is to be more than marginally

effective, not to mention the even more pressing need for

a solution to the threat of submarine-launched misbiles.

It is held that these more precise tools are bomber

aircraft, which display greater reliability, greater flex-

ibility, appreciably better accuracies, and have the

special advantage of being able to take a close look at

the target. Bombers are, however, appreciably slower in

getting to target, give unmistakable warning of the att,. k,

and are vulnerable to enemy air defenses.

4 "
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enemy hold his retaliatory attack until our missiles strike

home? Will he await bomber follow-on attacks? Can we

maintain sufficient numlbers of missiles and bomber air-

craft to eartre satisfactory counterforce outcomca? Can

accuracies, reliabilities, and flexibilities be improved

fo" beLLer ounterforce results? Will enemy targets be-

come too hard, mobile, or concealed for the counterforce

strategy to remain effective, or can new, flexible, "hunt

and kill" weapon systems maintain the margin of advantage

for offensive counterforce operations?

In conclusion, it can be said that although the

analysis suggests severe limitations upon the efficacy of

counterforce strategy, the necessity for a counterforce

capcbility may always be with us, if only because the first

strike may have so important an effect upon the outcome of

a war. Since the value of a counterforce capability rises

as defensive danage-limiting measures are adopted, the

two closely complement one another. The close inter-

dependence of offensive (counterforce) and defensive

(society-hardening) capabilities may in fact give direction

to political-economic choices of the future. Clearly, the

role of defensive damage-limiting measures grows in im-

portance with increases in enemy strategic hardness and

decreases in his reaction time.

The relationship of counterforce and damage-limiting

to a policy of deterrence can be aumed, up quite simply,

at least in theory. Deterrence is essentially a threat

relationship. Deterrence of the widest range of enemy

aggressive actions is provided by a credible capability to

strike first. Today, this is tantamount to a counterforce

strategy. The credibility of a counterforce posture is
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hi #-kiu v.ih~noed by conipi* uous damage-limiting measures

and particularly by def~ensive measures that make nuclear

interchange outcoms less "unthinkabl~e" even Luider the
least favorable conditions. To che extent that this can

be buttressed by second strike retaliatory capabilities

than Sua,!antee overwhelming punishment of the aggressor

In the event of a surprise, preventive, or preemptive

attack, deterrence policy can continue to play a key role

in safeguarding our society.

-Ptnatty-,itbk Ing beyond the data of the analyeis , the

psychologi.ca. and political attractions of certain strategies

and certain capabilities may in the end prove m~ore important

than any rational, strategic calculus. Great political

utility may derive from being able to ieel that, in a

crisis, our forces are obviously stronger than those of

a potential enemy. Then too, the strategic dilemmna itself --

the need to maintain forces the use of which would represent

a failure of all aspirations - - imposes psychological and

political imperatives that will push decision-makers toward

improvements in both counterforce and damage-limiting


